2019 Tech Sheet

Miss Molly
Sparkling Shiraz

Vineyards:

Home Blocks, Reedy Creek,
Seaview Road, Mongrel Hill,
Gemtree, Coppermine Road,
Aldinga Road, Gateway, Ryan
Road, Birchmore, Long Gully Road,
Hawthorn Ridge, Malpas Road,
Joppich, Semmens
Sustainably Grown
Picked 5th March – 3rd April
Barrel fermented and matured:
100% American oak
46% new; 47% one year old;
7% two year old
Alc/Vol: 15%
Residual sugar: 9.5
pH: 3.55
RRP: $30
Vegan Friendly

Who is Miss Molly?

Miss Molly is The Boxer’s girlfriend,
bubbly and full of fun.

Vintage Report

Early spring saw perfect conditions for fruit growth, hinting at a promising start for the 2019
vintage. Budburst occurred in the beginning of September and accelerated through October. Some vines became vulnerable during the November flowering season as a result of
cooler, stormy conditions, but as the weather warmed up, ripening of the fruit continued at a
nice, steady pace into summer.
Despite a few hot spells of weather in January - with South Australia breaking a number of
heat records around the Australia Day holiday - temperatures did eventually stabilise,
resulting in ideal growing conditions for the fruit to achieve its optimum colour and flavour.
Picking began at the end of February, and the vintage team worked intensively to ensure all
fruit was picked within the perfect window of ripeness. Following fermentation on skins, the
fruit was then barrel fermented to ensure that the beautiful oak flavours are integrated into
the wine. Subsequent maturation in oak has resulted in full-bodied, vibrant, flavourful wines
that are truly demonstrative of the 2019 vintage.

Winemaker Tasting Notes

The 2019 Miss Molly Sparkling Shiraz inspires fun and enjoyment from the first sip. The nose
shimmers with luxurious candied blackcurrants, the mouthfeel a symphony of bright, delicate
bubbles. Cherry and fresh plum dance delicately amongst cocoa and liquorice on the palate.
Fragrant oak adds layers of complexity and a hint of vanilla to this generous spectrum of
flavours, creating a satisfying Shiraz that’s full of sparkle!

Serving Suggestion

The best way to serve & enjoy Miss Molly is to chill it in the fridge for at least 3 days, which
will ensure the bubbles are at their optimum.

Awards

2017 WA 90; Winestate 4 stars
2016 WA 91
2014 Winestate 4 stars
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